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1 Introduction
This document explains Star‟s approach to providing business and information security management internally, and in
the delivery of products and services to its customers. In particular, it describes the measures adopted to support
compliance of Star‟s customers who are governed by regulatory requirements and industry standards such as ISO 27001
and the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS).

2 Scope and Purpose
The intended readership of this document is:


Star Customers and prospects wishing to understand how Star manages security in the products and services
it delivers to them,



External assessors when establishing a base-line for security audit purposes,



Star employees and contractors, for the purposes of awareness and training.

The document explains:


How Star organises its staff and processes to maintain expected levels of security,



How resources and assets are managed and controlled, to provide protection from threats and vulnerabilities,



The security features built into systems, networks and applications to protect the information they are
processing, storing or transmitting.

To assist the reader to quickly locate information on a
specific topic, this document has been structured in a way
that mirrors and addresses the major section headings of
ISO 27002 (Code Of Practice for Information Security
Management) – see right >

PLEASE NOTE: The primary purpose of this document is to promote awareness; it is not intended to be a substitute for
internal policies, practices and procedures, all of which are documented elsewhere. Nor does it form any part of Star‟s
rd
contractual agreements with its customers, suppliers or any 3 Party.
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3 Security Policy
Star‟s business and information assets are primary resources upon which we and our customers depend for our present
and future prosperity. Star continues to place security of these assets at the heart of our business approach and
philosophy, ensuring that our product and services offerings are delivered to our customers in a secure, consistent and
cost‐effective manner.
In exercising our responsibility to our stakeholders, we will take all reasonable and appropriate measures to ensure that
these assets are safeguarded from threats and vulnerabilities, and that business damage is prevented by minimizing the
impact of security incidents.
We are committed to ensuring that the sensitive information entrusted to our care by our customers is protected from
unauthorised or accidental modification, loss, leakage or theft.
Responsibility rests with all Star employees to ensure that security is built in to the way we operate, and is inherent in the
products and services we deliver to our customers.
Star has implemented a Business and Information Security Management System (BISMS), and will maintain budgets,
plans and resources to sufficiently support this system, as appropriate to the prevailing or perceived levels of risk, whilst
taking into account business trading conditions.
Star‟s BISMS is built upon a framework of information security management best practice based upon ISO 27001 and
the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS).
This takes a holistic approach to security across the organisation including:


Establishment of security policy and organisational structure



Security in the management of assets



Human resources security



Physical and environmental security



Security in operations management



Logical access control to systems and networks



Security in the acquisition, development and maintenance of software and tools



Security incident management



Business continuity management



Compliance with legal & statutory obligations and relevant industry standards

Further details are provided in “Business and Information Security at Star” and “Star’s Information Security Management
System”
Star will regularly review the effectiveness of our BISMS to ensure that levels of confidentiality, integrity, and availability
are maintained, and that the business continues to operate in a manner that complies with our legal and statutory
obligations.

Ricky Hudson
Chief Executive Officer
23-07-2009
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4 Organisation of Information Security
Star has the following organisation and responsibilities in place for the management of business and information security
throughout Star:
Security Executive Forum
This is a senior management team whose representation includes those with responsibility for the key business
assets governed by Star‟s security management policy. This typically includes:


The Customer Solutions Director,



The Operations Director,



The Director of Security and Compliance,



The Director of Information Technology,



The Director of Core Infrastructure,


Senior representation from Product Management.
Also co-opted as required are:


The Human Resources Director,



The Corporate Legal Counsel,



The Facilities Manager

The Security Executive Forum has the following roles and responsibilities, to:


Provide strategy and high-level direction for security related matters;



Agree overall responsibilities for information security;



Review and approve information security policy;



Ensure compliance with security policy throughout Star;



Define Star‟s tolerance to business risk; provide guidance on timescales, resources and budgets for
security;



Sponsor and track progress on major initiatives to enhance business and information security;



Monitor significant changes in the exposure of information assets to major threats;



Ensure the effectiveness of Star‟s security management is being reviewed and continually improved.

The Director of Security and Compliance
The Director of Security and Compliance is responsible for:


Development, promotion and support of Star‟s security policy;



Maintaining this policy and providing practical advice and guidance on its implementation;



Coordination of all major security related activities in Star;



Providing general security awareness and training;



Promoting services, standards and procedures to support security objectives;



Agreeing and supporting Star security initiatives and projects;



Ensuring security incidents and breaches are reviewed;



Monitoring compliance with security policy.

Security Technical Forum (STF)
This is a „virtual‟ team with representation from stake-holding operational departments within Star, thereby providing
the breadth and expertise to act as an internal design authority for Star‟s technical security solutions. Where
necessary, the STF also calls upon external subject matter experts to gain professional guidance in specific areas
of specialisation (eg. PCI-DSS consultants). The STF is co-ordinated by Star‟s Director of Security and
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Compliance, who also acts as a point of communication with the business executives and operational departmental
heads.
This team is responsible for ensuring that the impact of security vulnerabilities of Star‟s systems and networks is
kept to an acceptable minimum by:
• Devising, reviewing and maintaining technical security policies;
• Agreeing technical security standards and architectural design for Star‟s infrastructure;
•
•

Acting as a change control body for technical security by reviewing and advising upon the technical aspects
of proposals that would have an impact on the security of Star‟s systems and network;
Ensuring that technical aspects within the area each team member represents follow the technical security
policies, standards and designs agreed by the team.

Human Resources (HR) Department
The HR Department is responsible for:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Maintaining appropriate employee policies with respect to business and information security;
Ensuring security responsibilities are conveyed in contracts of employment, job descriptions and HR policy
documentation;
Security screening of employees and prospective employees, to assess their suitability for the roles they
are/ will be performing;
Ensuring that all employees receive adequate security training, and that records of such training is
maintained; the Director of Security and Compliance is responsible for devising and delivering Security
Training;
In association with line management and the Director of Security and Compliance, to oversee any
employee disciplinary processes relating to security;
Ensuring that relevant areas of the business are informed of starters, leavers and changes in employee
status so that security controls (access rights, passwords and permissions) are adjusted in a timely
manner.

Systems Implementation Project Managers
Appointed Project Managers implementing business systems are responsible for:
•
•

Ensuring security of systems during development;
Ensuring that security is designed and built-in to new systems for which they are responsible, before
deployment into a live environment;

•

Providing security plans, processes and documentation as a deliverable of the project, before the system
goes live.

Line Managers
Line Managers are responsible for:
• Implementing Security Policy within their area of responsibility;
•
•
•

Ensuring task-specific security training is provided for their staff;
Ensuring that their staff remain security and risk aware;
Ensuring that security incidents and breaches, weaknesses and vulnerabilities are being reported, and are
addressed or escalated;

Star Employees
All employees sign an Acceptable Usage Policy (AUP) on joining Star, and are responsible for:



Working in a secure, legal, ethical and professional manner, in compliance with Star‟s security policy –
particularly the AUP;
Promptly reporting actual or suspected security incidents and breaches, weaknesses and
vulnerabilities to their line manager and/or the Director of Security and Compliance.
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5 Asset Management
5.1 Management of Customer Information Assets
Star maintains an install base register which contains details of the product and service elements provided to each
customer. This is used as the basis for customer billing.
Star has technical databases which are used to maintain asset lists of the hardware provided to the customer. This
includes model numbers, serial numbers, physical location, software version and any other information relevant to
the management of physical assets.
Star maintains configuration details of key technical elements used in the customer solution, for example, router
configurations and firewall settings.
Processes are in place to ensure the correct decommissioning of servers, network devices and firewalls, and for
the secure disposal of data storage devices. Independently certified disposal and/or destruction can be arranged
upon request (there is an additional charge for this service).
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6 Human Resources Security
6.1 Organisational controls
Star‟s organisational structure provides clear segregation of duties throughout. Star maintains well defined job
descriptions, contractual obligations and working practices for all staff, outlining security roles and responsibilities.
Access to any of the following is only granted to employees with a direct business need, based upon job role:




Star‟s internal systems and sensitive data,
Customers‟ systems and data entrusted into Star‟s care,
Star‟s systems, networks and data used to manage customer services,

Access rights are only granted with management approval, and are strictly controlled through Star‟s Starters and
Leavers Process (which also accommodates changes in staff roles).

6.2 Ensuring Secure Handling of Customer Sensitive Information
Star‟s role is to provide managed infrastructure and hosting facilities for the safe and reliable storage and
transportation of customer‟s applications and data. Star is not in itself an information processor of customer data,
and therefore does not examine the informational content of any traffic passing across its networks (other than for
virus and malware scanning, or for the detection of intrusion, abuse or criminal activity). To be clear, the contents of
customer data are not likely to be disclosed to Star employees through the routine management and administration
of the customer‟s network, except where Star has specific responsibility for data management.
Nevertheless, employees and contractors are expected to treat all customer data as confidential and handle it
accordingly. Star has the following measures in place to ensure the safe and secure handling of customer data:


Background verification checks are made on all candidates for employment, following the code of practice
in BS 7858. Employment at Star is only offered if the candidate is suitably cleared and has the personal
integrity to be given access to the information they will handle on a day-to-day basis without risk to the
business or Star‟s customers;



Star has contractual arrangements in place with employees and fixed term contract staff to comply with
information governance requirements, including a Staff Acceptable Usage Policy and contracts of
employment detailing data protection, confidentiality and non-disclosure;



Breach of security policy, including failure to report any violations of security policy may result in
disciplinary action, including possible termination of employment, or even legal action if the violation is
severe, or of a criminal nature;



Fixed term contract staff employed to work within Star, are only engaged through reputable agencies
approved by the HR department. Contract agencies are required to perform preliminary security screening
and background checks on behalf of Star, when putting candidates forward for placement;



Contractors and relevant trusted third parties are required to sign a contract which includes confidentiality
and non-disclosure terms.

6.3 Security Awareness and Training within Star
Star maintains a high-level of security awareness within the organisation by ensuring that employees receive
regular job relevant security training. Employees undergo security induction training when commencing
employment. Employees are made aware that information security is an integral part of the day-to-day operation of
company business; understand their individual responsibilities, and are aware that business and information
security is important to the company and to customers. Training is enhanced throughout employment on an „as
needed‟ basis through periodic briefings, on-the-job training, bulletins and advisory e-mails on specific security
issues. A record is kept of security training. Training is reviewed annually as part of each individual‟s appraisal and
personal development plans.
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7 Physical and Environmental Security
Star has three data centres located in Abbey Wood in Bristol, Barnwood near Gloucester, and Docklands in London.
Star‟s offices are located in Theale, Barnwood, Manchester and Central London. Physical controls are in place at all sites
to protect Star‟s premises and provide security around customer environments. These include:

7.1 Organisational controls
An organisational structure exists which provides clear segregation of duties in the administration of customer‟s
hosted environments. Only those employees with a legitimate and direct business need are granted physical
access to customers‟ systems and data.

7.2 Physical security features
The following features are in place to maintain physical security at Star Data Centre Facilities and offices:
Site Perimeter Security (Abbey Wood Data Centre only)
The site is bounded by a 3m high palisade fencing with triple pointed heads, to provide a secure perimeter. The
entire site perimeter is monitored by Closed Circuit Television (CCTV). Vehicular access is provided by a sliding
security gate with a card-swipe entry. There is a proximity plate to allow vehicles to exit the site. There is also a
pedestrian gate, with card-swipe to allow entry and exit on foot. Gates are monitored by CCTV to record who is
entering and leaving the site.
At night, external lighting covers the service yard, including the mechanical and electrical plant areas. Security
warning signage has been placed around the perimeter to act as a visible deterrent.
Doors and Windows
Doors throughout Star‟s buildings are fitted with swipe-card access control inbound, and a push-button release (or
break-glass) to exit for health and safety reasons. Fire-doors are on a push-release bar and are alarmed via the
intruder alarm system. Windows on the exterior of the building are fitted with tamper sensors, connected to the
intruder alarm system. Windows in secure areas on the ground floor have security shuttering fitted on the inside,
and have been coated with reflective film to limit visibility into the building.
Intruder Alarms
Intruder alarms are installed together with PIR sensors throughout the buildings. This allows individual zones to be
monitored for movement. The intruder alarm system is monitored out-of-hours by a remote monitoring service.
CCTV Monitoring
CCTV surveillance is in place around building perimeters and at the point of entry into internal high-security zones.
The CCTV system is capable of retaining a minimum of 3 months stored images for internal cameras and 30 days
for external cameras. In addition to local CCTV monitoring, it is possible to remotely monitor any of the CCTV
cameras from any of the data centres in Abbey Wood, Barnwood or London.
Secure Guarding
Sites are guarded by a professional secure guarding organisation, using SIA approved operatives. Sites are
patrolled at regular intervals, the physical perimeter, the exterior of the building and external plant, and the interior
of the building. On-site and patrolling guards are able to call upon back-up from a locally based patrolling service if
needed.
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Key Management System (Abbey Wood DC only)
An electronic key management system has been installed in the reception area where it can
be overseen by the security officer.
The key management system is used to store co-lo customer rack keys and a limited number
of secure area keys for the site. Keys are released only to approved personnel using a swipecard system. Access is only provided by prior arrangement through the DC access booking
procedures, during which visitor identification is thoroughly checked.
The key safe monitors the allocation and return of all keys, and generates a warning if keys
have not been returned within a designated time period. The system is also connected to the
intruder alarm system, raising an alert if there is any attempt to physically tamper with it.
Co-location Rack Access (London DC only)
Each individual customer co-location rack in the London DC is protected by key-pad entry device with a unique
code. Access codes are only known to Star data centre staff. Access is supervised and is only provided by prior
arrangement through the DC access booking procedures, during which visitor identification is thoroughly checked.
Signage
Star avoids unnecessarily advertising the locations of its data centres to the general public. Addresses are not
published on Star‟s web sites, and signage at the sites is kept to a minimum.

7.3 Environmental security features
Our data centres have been designed with a high degree of resilience to reduce or mitigate vulnerabilities to major
threats. Data centres have the following in place:

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) protection from power failure, including stand-by diesel
generators;

Mains filtering and stabilisation;

Fire detection and suppression;

Water/leak detection;

Air conditioning and other environmental controls.
Essential elements of our infrastructure have been designed with a high degree of technical resilience and are
monitored 24x7 by our network and hosting operations centres using IBM Tivoli monitoring. Star is able to provide
similar monitoring as a service for hosted customer equipment.
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8 Communications and Operations Management
8.1 Operational procedures and responsibilities
Star strives to continually improve the effectiveness and security of its internal operations, and in the way it delivers
service to our customers. Star prides itself on its agility in the face of new business challenges and changing
customer needs. For this reason, Star designs and documents its operating process in a manner that is adequate
to „get the job done‟ in a secure, repeatable and controlled manner, without introducing unnecessary bureaucracy.
New tools and techniques are regularly implemented to improve efficiency, consistency and repeatability.
Operating procedures are documented and maintained throughout the business and regularly reviewed by line
managers or process owners to ensure they remain fit for purpose. Individual teams within operations are usually
small in size, supporting greater direct communication between employee and manager, and allowing greater
„hands-on‟ training and supervision than is typical in larger organisations.

8.2 Change Management
Star operates a strict but „light touch‟ process of change management in operations. Before any significant change
is made to processes or systems, the employee responsible is required to properly plan the change and seek
appropriate levels of quality review and approval. Change planning takes consideration of:


Need and justification for the change, including assessment of cost and benefit,



Assessment of risk and potential business impact,



Scheduling of the change to reflect urgency, whilst avoiding conflict with other activities or incompatibility
with existing systems and processes,



Contingency plans in the unlikely event that the change results in unforeseen adverse consequences,



Quality checks by line management or peer review.

Where ever possible and practical, new systems and processes and changes to existing systems and processes
are verified in a separate development and test environment before being launched into production.
Changes are scheduled and approved through a change calendar system which is reviewed on a weekly basis by
the Customer Solutions and Operations senior management team to ensure each proposed change has been
properly planned and that interdepartmental conflicts are avoided. Representatives from Customer Services,
Vendor Management and Product Management also attend these meetings to ensure that the wider impact is fully
considered. Where a change has an effect on service availability, this is communicated promptly and effectively to
customers.

8.3 Third Party Service Delivery Management
Star‟s Vendor Management team is responsible for ensuring that services provided to Star and our customers are
delivered in line with service level agreements, and maintain appropriate levels of information security. Star
conducts regular service review meetings with suppliers to monitor quality of service delivery. Root cause and
corrective action is sought for any periods of service loss or impairment, particularly those that impact or threaten
adherence to agreed service levels. Where appropriate, the explanation and remedies for such service impairments
are explained to our customers in our Major Incident reports.
rd

Service issues caused by 3 party providers are monitored as a part of Star‟s incident management process to
identify trends in service degradation or underperformance so that prompt corrective action can be taken.
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8.4 System Monitoring and Capacity Management
Star uses IBM Tivoli™ and other monitoring tools extensively throughout Star‟s network infrastructure, customer
delivery systems and internal corporate networks to track the operational state and wellbeing of the devices used
for service delivery.
Star has in place a Customer Management Centre (CMC) which includes a 24 x 7 Monitoring team. This team
supports the services provided from Star‟s data centres, and is able to respond to system and network failures. This
team also addresses alerts automatically raised when pre-set capacity or performance thresholds are crossed.
System capacity and network usage are actively monitored, and growth trends are identified to ensure that services
continue to run effectively, and that upgrades are planned in a timely manner.
In the event of major operational or security events, the CMC is able to activate an incident management process
which can quickly call upon the right management and technical resources to quickly resolve the issue, irrespective
of the time of day. Star maintains a rota of on-call engineering teams for this purpose.

8.5 Protection Against Malicious and Mobile Code
Star uses MessageLabs‟ anti-spyware, anti-virus and web scanning protection as a core element of Star‟s e-mail
and web security solution, both for internal use and for the protection of subscribing customers. This is designed to
protect from a wide range of threats to confidential information, unauthorised re-direction to inappropriate web
locations, and loss of network performance. It employs multiple world leading signature scanning engines plus
proprietary technology, Skeptic™, to deliver protection from the most sophisticated and targeted web based
threats, including spyware, trojans or other malware. It ensures that web requests (including web pages, images
and larger files such as PDFs, or media) are free from malicious code before they reach our employees. The
service also includes the latest URL filtering and blocking functionality.
As an extra layer of protection, recognising the risk of ingress of viruses and malware internally through the use of
memory sticks and other mobile devices, Star has installed anti-virus software on all corporate PCs and laptops.
Virus signatures are kept up to date by an automated process which pushes updates to end-user devices as these
become available. In addition to this, Star also scans its internal networks on a weekly basis to ensure that viruses
and malware have not been able to enter by any other means.
Star has a process for monitoring logs of internally averted viruses and investigating the source of the vulnerability,
to verify that acceptable usage policy is being followed.

8.6 Back-up
Star performs daily backups of essential business information and software. A two-week cycle of backups is
maintained, allowing data to be recovered to any point during that period. Additionally, up to 14 versions of changed
files is retained, irrespective of whether these changes occurred within the last 14 days or not. Star retains
business transaction records indefinitely in an Oracle database management system. The database maintains a log
of all transaction history, even transactions that have been apparently deleted from the live dataset. In this way Star
is able to roll-back to any previous point in time to establish as historic view of the data.
Where Star provides hosting services to customers, Star‟s standard approach is to retain a two-week cycle of
backups using a similar process to that used for internal purposes. This backup is primarily for disaster recovery
purposes in the event of serious technical failure in the customer environment. To be clear, Star does not provide a
full archive retrieval service to customers as standard. Star is able to offer a bespoke backup service to customers
who specifically request it. This is agreed between Star and the customer during implementation planning, and is
set up accordingly by our operations team.
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8.7 Network Security Management
Star‟s approach to providing network security management for customers is described in section 9. Star treats itself
as a customer of its own services in this regard. Within Star‟s internal corporate environment, a range of network
controls are in place to achieve and maintain security, including:


A private corporate MPLS network connecting together Star‟s offices. This connects to the Internet via a
resilient pair of firewalls, allowing outbound and inbound network traffic to be channelled and controlled;



MessageLabs services to prevent viruses, spam, mobile code and other forms of malware from entering
the network (see section 8.5 above);



SSL VPN connection for employees requiring remote secure access to the corporate network;



Microsoft Active Directory provides user authentication onto the network for access to general office
applications (Word, Excel, Outlook etc). System policies are set to enforce password changes every 90
days. Only “strong” passwords are allowed, and rules are set to prevent re-use of existing passwords;



Further user authentication is required to access Star‟s corporate business systems. Role based access
rights are implemented to enforce segregation of duties and financial approval levels;



Physical and logical segregation exists between Star‟s internal corporate network and the networks Star
uses to provide service to customers;



An employee Acceptable Usage Policy is in place to govern the use of company ICT assets. This forms
part of the contractual agreement between Star and its employees;

8.8 Media handling
Star has media handling procedures in place to prevent unauthorized disclosure, modification, removal or
destruction of our own and our customers‟ information assets. These include:

8.8.1

Management of Removable Media

Whilst in use, removable media is kept in Star‟s secure data centres. When not in use it is stored off site with
a trusted third party storage company. Star presently uses Iron Mountain (who are ISO 27001 certified) for
secure external storage. Media in transit is transported in a lockable carrying case, and is recorded and
tracked at all stages.

8.8.2

Disposal of Media

Disks and removable media are disposed of securely and safely when no longer required, following our
asset disposal procedures. This includes thorough erasure of all data internally (by multi-pass overwrite tools
and/or electromagnetic degaussing) before being sent to a trusted third party organisation who specialise in
providing certified destruction services.

8.8.3

Information Handling Procedures

Star recognises the importance of handling sensitive data securely, and all customer data is treated as
confidential. Secure information handling is an important facet of the service provided to our customers and
is an inherent part of the way Star operates. This is explained further in section 6.1.
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8.8.4

Security of System Documentation

Access to system documentation is restricted to only those operations staff directly supporting the
customers‟ or Star‟s systems. This is explained more fully in section 9.

8.9 Exchange of information
Confidentiality and non-disclosure agreements are in place with 3rd parties where there is an exchange of sensitive
information.

8.10 Electronic Commerce Services
The Payment Card Industry has now mandated its Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS) for all merchants trading online and/or taking payments by credit and debit cards. Star recognises that many of our customers are now required
to comply with the PCI-DSS and wishes to support them in their compliance needs.
Star has always put security at the heart of its product and services offerings and has delivered this in a costeffective way, appropriate to its customer needs. PCI-DSS introduces a further level of rigour for many of Star‟s
customers, and Star is actively working with those affected to help them to understand their own business
compliance needs, and to enable Star to deliver PCI-DSS ready products and services to meet their changing
needs.
PCI-DSS affects Star‟s customers in different ways, and there is no “one size fits all” solution for compliance. Star‟s
approach is to tailor a PCI-DSS ready solution to meet customers‟ individual needs, while using standard features
and options of compliant product-set to ensure consistency of delivery in a cost effective way.
Star‟s approach to PCI-DSS for its customers is explained further in Security Policy and Design Principles for
PCI-DSS – available separately on request.
Star performs a limited amount of on-line trading through its web-site. The volume of these transactions is relatively
small and presently puts Star in the tier 4 merchant category. Star‟s own e-commerce activity has been certified as
PCI-DSS compliant.
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9 Access Control
In addition to the physical security features described in section 7, Star has implemented an extensive set of logical
access controls to protect its own and its customers‟ information and IT assets from unwanted intrusion, damage or loss.
These are described in more detail throughout this section.

9.1 Core Network Services

Figure 1 –Star’s Core Network Infrastructure
Star has established a national network infrastructure over which it provides network connectivity and ISP services
to customers. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
NOTE: Star has built its own internal corporate and customer management networks using the same core
infrastructure as it provides to customers - Star‟s is in effect a „customer‟ of its own core network services.
Customers are connected to the provider edge of the network by an Ethernet, DSL, ISDN or other types of link.
These links are terminated at the customer end with a Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) router, and at the Star
end by a Provider Edge (PE) router located in one of Star‟s Points of Presence (PoPs). Where greater customer
resilience is required, links can be doubled-up, providing a connection to two separate Star PoPs, as shown in the
case of Customer 2 in Figure 1.
Resilience is provided within Star‟s network infrastructure by connecting each PE router to more than one Provider
(P) router in the network core. Within the network core there is a metro-core which consists of three super-PoPs,
each in a separate location in London. There is a mesh of multiple resilient links connecting together the PoPs and
super-PoPs, including full interconnection between each of the super-PoPs. Customer traffic is routed across Star‟s
network infrastructure, where necessary breaking out the Internet traffic to other ISPs through peering links in one
of the Super-PoPs in the metro-core.
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9.1.1

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)

Star‟s core network infrastructure is fully enabled for MPLS which provides excellent traffic isolation and
differentiation without substantial network overhead. This allows Star to create highly effective and secure
virtual private networks for its customers, managed over a common infrastructure.

Figure 2 - Typical Customer MPLS Network

9.1.2

Core Network Security

When administering the estate of P, PE and CPE routers, Star operational employees connect to the
network via one of number of jump boxes in front of which there is a firewall. The jump boxes have RSA twofactor authentication in place to verify the credentials of the employee at the point of entry to the network.
The connection between the staff PC/Laptop and any of the routers is made using SSH which provides
encrypted communication from end to end. SSH prevents attacks such as IP spoofing, IP source routing,
and DNS spoofing. An attacker might be able to force SSH to disconnect, but would be unable to intercept or
play back the traffic. Passwords are sent in encrypted form making it practically impossible for an outsider to
capture these.
Star uses an operational support system named RoomService to manage the network infrastructure. This
system uses pre-defined configuration templates to actively police the configuration of infrastructure devices
to ensure they comply with pre-set standards.
Administrative users do not connect directly to devices to make changes, they connect to an SSL secured
web system and commit changes at scheduled times. If a user were to manually connect to and configure an
infrastructure device, the RoomService system will automatically overwrite these manual changes with its
own template driven configuration.
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9.2 Star Managed Hosting Services
Figure 3 illustrates Star‟s management network used to administer the hosting services provided to its customers.

Figure 3 - Star Customer Management Networks

9.2.1

Network segregation

Star provides logical network segregation between its own internal corporate network, the networks it uses
for managing customer environments and the individual networks it provides to each of its customers. Border
protection is provided at the perimeter of each of these networks to ensure that only authorised network
traffic is allowed to enter or leave these networks.
Segregation between customer networks is managed slightly differently at each of the data centres:
Abbey Wood and Barnwood Data Centres
Each customer‟s set of servers is connected by a single Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) on Star‟s
Hosting Customer Management Network. An Access Control List (ACL) is automatically applied to each
backend port on the switches using RoomService.
The ACL only allows IP traffic to specific hosts and management network segments – no device connected
via a backend port can pass any IP based traffic to another customer port on this network, or even to
another port assigned to the same customer on the network.
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Star uses Netscreen SSG firewalls operating in layer 2 (transparent) mode to segment the customer
management network VLAN from the other Star Infrastructure VLANs. Firewall policy only permits traffic
specifically required for customer solution management and monitoring.
London Data centre (DC)
Each customer has a dedicated backend network VLAN with an associated /27 IP subnet allocated from the
super net. The „protected ports‟ configuration setting is applied to every management network layer 2 switch
port to which a customer server is connected, thereby preventing customer‟s servers from talking to each
other via the management network.
An access control list (ACL) is applied in „ingress‟ mode to the layer 2 switch ports in the backend network
routers. The ACL permits traffic to and from Star‟s servers on the management network for monitoring,
management and backup purposes only.
Star uses Netscreen SSG firewalls, operating in layer 3 (routed) mode, to segment the Star VLANS on the
management network from each other, and from customer network VLANS. Firewall policy only permits
traffic specifically required for customer solution management and monitoring.

9.2.2

Logical access control measures

A point of authentication is provided at the perimeter of Star‟s customer management networks through the
use of „jump-boxes‟. Star employees requiring non-console access to any of the systems on the customer
management networks must firstly make a secure connection to one of these jump-boxes using protocols
such as SSH, SSL, RDP or HTTPS. No other methods of entry are allowed.
A system of Two-Factor Authentication (TFA) is in place on these jump boxes. Each employee has to
provide a unique login name, a security key generated by the RSA token, and a unique PIN before being
allowed access. RSA tokens update the security key every 90 seconds.
Once authenticated, employees then „jump‟ to the appropriate system or device on the customer
management network (for example, firewall router or server) where they will login giving their unique Active
Directory (or other security) system security credentials. Wherever possible, security is set to require „strong‟
passwords (eight characters minimum, of which at least one must be a capital letter and at least one must be
a numeric digit), to force password renewal every 60-90 days, and to avoid re-use of recently expired
passwords.

9.2.3

Access logging

A log is kept of all TFA access transactions (successful or otherwise) for at least 12 months. Star‟s TFA is
administered by a trusted third party, therefore Star employees do not have access to authentication
records.
Records are also kept of individual user logins for the individual systems and devices on the customer
management networks. These are regularly copied to a centralised secure log repository (syslog server) with
highly restricted access, and kept for a minimum of 12 months to provide an audit trail in the event of a
security breach investigation. The integrity of log files is maintained using AIDE (Advanced Intrusion
Detection Environment), which checks for any attempted interference.
To ensure integrity of time sensitive logs and records, the time-clocks of all relevant information processing
systems within Star, and the servers supported by Star on behalf of our customers, are synchronized with an
accurate external time source.
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9.2.4

Customer Server Security

Microsoft‟s Active Directory is used to provide authentication of Star employees in the Star hosting
environment when requiring access to customer servers for administration purposes. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.

Figure 4
Each Star data centre has its own domain setup for the customer servers hosted there. Within the data
centre domain, an Organisational Unit is set up per customer into which the customer servers and user
accounts are added. In this way, customers are prevented from seeing or being able to access each other‟s
resources.
To provide centralized administration, Star has a created a general Hosting Domain into which Star‟s
operations employees needing access to customer servers are added (primarily the hosting team and
support staff). Each staff member has a unique user name and password. A one way trust exists from each
data centre domain to a Star Hosting Domain. This allows the Star employee to log into any server in any of
the data centre domains.
NOTE: Where customers have pre-existing domains within their server environments, which require
connection to servers in Star‟s data centre domain, a one way trust is created from the customer‟s domain to
the Star data centre domain, and the servers and users accounts are set up as an Organisational Unit.
Account logging is enabled on all domains for audit purposes. Account logs are centrally stored in a secure
repository on a daily basis. Logs are monitored for potential tampering using AIDE.
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9.3 Star Managed Security (Firewall) Services
Figure 5 illustrates Star‟s Managed Secure Services (MSS) infrastructure used to administer the firewall security
services provided to its customers.

Figure 5 - Star's MSS Infrastructure

9.3.1

MSS Infrastructure Security

When administering the estate of customer firewalls, Star employees connect to the MSS Infrastructure
using the access control methods described in section 9.2.2.

9.3.2

Connection from Star’s MSS Infrastructure to a Customer Firewall

Having gained access to the MSS infrastructure, an IPSEC virtual private network connection is established
with the customer firewall over the internet. The Star employee then has to provide a user name and
password only known to Star to gain access to the firewall in order to perform administration.
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10 Information Systems Acquisition, Development and Maintenance
Wherever possible and practical, Star implements Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) applications taking advantage of
rd
out of the box „vanilla‟ business processes, in preference to developing bespoke systems in house. Modifications to 3
party software packages are strongly discouraged, and in practice rarely happen.
Where Star has access to, or develops, source code, this is restricted to only those with a direct need as a part of their
job function, and with approval of the Director of IT.
Star‟s security requirements are defined during the specification of systems, and verified during evaluation and
selection. Star maintains separate development/test and production environments to reduce the risks of damage,
unauthorised access or untested changes to the live environment.
Stringent change control processes are in place to ensure that new software and functionality updates are only released
onto operational systems once they have been through thorough testing and are not released into production without
final validation in pre-production.
The following are assessed during the evaluation, selection and test of new systems, or enhancements to existing
information systems:


verification that the defined security requirements have been met;



data entry validation checks to detect any corruption of information through processing errors or deliberate acts;



confirmation that controls exist to ensure the authenticity and integrity of messages and reports;



Data output checks to ensure that the processing of stored information is correct and appropriate to the
circumstances.

Any data used for testing is carefully selected, protected and controlled.
Where appropriate to the level of risk, encryption is used for the protection of sensitive information during transfer and
storage, taking advantage of in-built application security and encryption that comes as standard. Cryptographic keys or
certificates are kept securely and prevented from unauthorized disclosure or use.
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11 Security and Operations Incident Management
Star has procedures in place for reporting, investigating and managing security and operational events and incidents.
These are supported by a ticketing system to record events and track them to successful resolution.
Escalated incidents are recorded on an incident register which is reviewed weekly by operational and customer services
senior staff. The nature and severity of incidents is recorded. Each incident is assigned an owner who is responsible for
managing the incident through to resolution. This includes communication with, and engaging the efforts of all relevant
parties, including customers and suppliers where necessary.
An incident report is produced for major or critical incidents. Where the incident has an effect on Star‟s customer base,
the report is made available to the customer on request through our customer services team.
A monthly analysis of incidents is performed to identify underlying trends and highlight vulnerabilities so that appropriate
remedial action can be taken.

“A vulnerability is an incident waiting to happen.”
Star recognises that every incident bears a cost – typically, the remedial effort, the
cost of replacement of damaged equipment and materials, downtime, loss of business,
or the loss of reputation and customer confidence.
Many incidents are avoidable through pro-active vulnerability management.

Internally, Star adopts a five stage process for pro-actively
managing technical vulnerabilities.
The aim is to identify vulnerabilities at an early stage, assess the
likelihood and consequences of them become a danger, and
create a cost –effective action plan to reduce or eliminate the
cause.
Star is able to offer its customers a range of services to assist
with technical vulnerability management including, operating
system patch management, virus and malware elimination, webscanning etc. Star is also able to provide monitoring services to
proactively signal capacity issues and potential hardware
problems.
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12 Business Continuity Management
12.1 Star’s Approach to Business Continuity Planning
In the delivery of product and service to customers, Star has ensured that reasonable and practical measures are in
place to provide resilience and incident management to minimise the effects of major events. These include:


Physical and environmental protection at each data centre;



Multiple office environments and infrastructure to support redeployment of staff and critical functions;



Major incident process and incident response teams, which can be activated in the event of a major
occurrence;



Facilities for incident alerting and communication;

These are documented in “Star Business Continuity Statement (available separately on request).
Star‟s business continuity plan was exercised during the floods which hit Gloucestershire in 2007; 80% of staff
normally operating from the Barnwood site were able to work from home or be redeployed to London and
Manchester with absolutely no loss of service to our customers. Opening of the Abbey Wood data centre in 2009
enabled further operational resilience and flexibility for staff redeployment, particularly for Star‟s Customer
Management Centre team, who now inter-operate between Barnwood and Abbey Wood data centres.
Customer Responsibilities:
Having IT solutions managed by Star takes away a great deal of day-to-day hassle from our customer‟s business.
However customers remain responsible for their own business continuity planning. Using additional products and
services from our standard service offering, Star is able to provide higher degrees of resilience and redundancy to
those customers whose services are absolutely business critical.
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13 Compliance with Legal Requirements and Standards
13.1 Legal and Statutory Requirements
Data Protection Act 1998 - Star is registered with the Information Commissioners Office as an Information
Processor.
Right of Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA) 2000 – Star has incident management processes in place for cooperating with authorities when served with RIPA notices under this Act.

13.2 Security Standards Adopted By Star
PCI-DSS V2.0 - Star meets the Payment Card Industry‟s Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS) for :



the co-location services provided at its three data centres in Bristol, Gloucester and London,
Star‟s managed service offerings.

Star is on the VISA and MasterCard lists of PCI-DSS certified suppliers.
ISO 27001:2005 – Star is able to demonstrate the general robustness of its
security management capabilities through independently verifiable means, namely
certification to ISO 27001:2005. The scope of Star‟s certification is:
“The ISMS for the provision of co-location data centre services to customers from
the Stars data centre facilities, and any applicable technical and administrative
services provided in direct support of the aforementioned services. This is in
accordance with the organisations statement of applicability version 5.0, dated
21/02/2011.”
Star‟s certification can be independently verified via the British Standards Institution at:
https://pgplus.bsigroup.com/cert/default.asp?certnumber=IS+556323&crdate=15%2F03%2F2011&certtemplate=uk
Star will continue to extend the scope of our security certifications where driven by customer need and business
demand.
BS 7858 - Star conforms to this standard for security screening of individuals employed in a security environment.
BS 6266 – Star follows this code of practice in the design of the fire protection for its data-centres.

13.3 Trade Associations
Star is a founding member of the UK Cloud Alliance.

Star is a member of the Internet Services Providers' Association UK (ISPA UK).
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Appendix A

Version

Released

Document History & Approvals

Description of Change

Changed By:

Approved By:

1.0

21/7/2009

First full release

A Gibbs

A Gibbs

2.0

18/9/2009

Secure asset disposal added to
section 5. Vulnerability
management added to section 11.
PCI-DSS compliance for 3 data
centres added to section 13.

A Gibbs

A Gibbs

3.0

13/10/2009

ISPA Membership added

A Gibbs

A Gibbs

4.0

8/3/2010

Rebranded

A Gibbs

A Gibbs

5.0

13/5/2010

Acknowledgement of Star‟s
ISO27001 certification now added
to section 13.

A Gibbs

A Gibbs

6.0

7/9/2010

BSI/UKAS logo updated to include
certification number

A Gibbs

A Gibbs

7.0

15/2/2010

Updated to accommodate
organisational changes

A Gibbs

A Gibbs

8.0

30/8/2011

Updated to include Star‟s PCIDSS and ISO 27001 extension of
scope. IGSoC references removed.

A Gibbs

A Gibbs
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